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it also roughly outlines the image of a reckless humanoid monster. He glanced at
George Han and said, “Yes, I am defeated.”

“However, I am not defeated by you.” Hand, but it.” After speaking, he set his sights on
the evil glutton next to him.

With just one claw, the heart in the meat ball will be completely shattered, and it has no
other choice.

“Whatever you say, it’s fine.” George Han smiled softly.

“Let’s make a deal, Human Race.” He looked at George Han: “Killing me, it won’t do you
any good.”

“So?”

It didn’t say a word, and when his hand moved, the green air was immediately
permeated, but in the green air. Among them, there was a hint of golden light shining
slightly, and as the green gas became more and more turbulent, the golden light in each
was getting bigger and bigger.

It wasn’t until its light completely covered the green gas and swallowed it that it slowly
melted out of its body.

It was a golden heart that was jumping.

“What is this?” George Han frowned slightly, and a strange idea suddenly remembered
in his mind at this time.

“Hehe, I am the ancestor of the earth, what I naturally possess is the heart of heaven,
the place of doing, the hole of gold, this is the kind of gold!” He said calmly.

But he was indifferent, George Han was not indifferent at all when he heard these three
words, and was even extremely excited in his heart.

Golden species? !

The Five Elements Divine Stone is now all four elements, but what is lacking is the
golden Divine Stone. Is it possible that the so-called golden seed of this guy in front of
him is seeking hard for himself, and it is also the last closed-loop golden Divine Stone of
the Five Elements Divine Stone? !



Resisting the excitement in his heart, George Han kept his face unchanged, and
sneered: “Isn’t your heart in the gluttony of evil? Why is there another bullshit gold? Are
you fooling me?”

“Within the demon clan? Although the killings have occurred everywhere, but we have
done things well, so that our generation will not be like yours, insidious and cunning,
despicable and shameless, one way in the face, one way in the back.”

“We say one thing is not the same, how can we be like you?”

Listen At his slightly angry voice, George Han smiled softly in his heart. It seems that
this guy has not lied: “Okay, I believe you once, what deal do you want to do.” “Is this
gold seed in exchange for your life?”

“I am.”

George Han smiled: “Isn’t it right? You are such a big body, you can at least manage the
evil gluttony.” For a long time, you want to exchange this big gold seed with us?”

“You idiot, this gold seed gathers my lifelong skills. If it is eaten by it, how can this body
be comparable to this? Yes?”

“I let you take advantage of it, do you know?”

He roared in anger, apparently completely irritated by George Han’s words. The gold
species is basically equivalent to its beast pill, and its preciousness can naturally be
imagined.

Hearing this, George Han smiled. How could he not know the preciousness of this kind
of gold, just bargaining for this thing, it all depends on who is the first party and who is
the father, and those who take the initiative can often take more Many gains.

“That’s it, but this thing is so precious to you, but you want to trade it with us. Why do I
doubt if this is true?” George Han looked like he didn’t believe it on the surface, but in his
heart Already happy to have flowers.

The monster was so angry that it was almost exploding: “I have said that I am not…”

“Okay, okay, don’t be so excited, since this is for trading, isn’t it normal to have
discussions and discussions? It seems that it’s okay to change your life. However, we
can kill you for a hundred, and we are very safe when we leave, but if you only take your
gold seed, if you sneak attack us or find a helper… it’s not. I’m afraid of death, but doing
so is equivalent to causing us trouble.” George Han said.

“The gold seed has been taken, how can I sneak attack you? As I fully wake up, there is
no more life in this Youming City, why should I find a helper?” He shouted coldly.



After thinking about it, George Han nodded: “Well, in that case, I’ll give you a chance.
However, I have a request.”

Hearing this, the monster was obviously angry, but what can he do with such a
situation?

“Okay, you say.”

Chapter 2975
“Hand in things first, and after we are sure that we are correct, we will leave here by
ourselves.” George Han said.

The monster froze for a moment. Obviously, for him, this method was already the most
repellent in his heart.

Because once the gold seed is handed over, the monster will completely lose the last
bargaining chip. Doesn’t it mean George Han has the final say at that time?

But George Han’s attitude made it clear that he is not particularly eager to make a deal
with him. Even now, he is reluctant to do so. If he does not agree to his terms, then what
if he is unwilling to continue. Is good?

In fact, there are not many choices left to it, or there is no other way.

“Okay, I hope your despicable human race can have a little humanity, so you can speak
up.”

After saying this, he raised his eyes and glanced at Han Saqian. Then, he lifted his hand
slightly, and the gold seed bloomed with golden light slowly. Flew towards George
Han…

Faced with this thing, it almost exactly matched the metal god stone that George Han
dreamed of.

Especially when the thing got closer and closer to him, George Han’s excitement
became even more unspeakable.

Resisting the excitement, George Han shook his hand with one hand, exuding a faint
energy to summon the golden species into his hand.

Looking at it at close range, it looks like it is on top of a golden nugget. More importantly,
George Han can feel that it does contain a very powerful energy inside, and this energy
is beneficial to George Han. In other words, there seems to be a particularity.

Is it really the last golden stone in the Five Elements God Stone?



Judging from the current feeling, George Han dare not say 100%, but at least it is at
least 70%.

If the Five Elements Divine Stone can be completely unlocked before officially entering
the Bone Burning City, with the current loss of Pan Gu Axe, it will undoubtedly
strengthen George Han’s left arm and right arm.

Thinking of this, George Han hurriedly stretched out his hand to catch the golden seed.

But almost at this moment, the monster showed a grinning grin, and the whole green qi
suddenly merged into one, shooting directly at George Han.”Roar!” found that the
situation was not right, and the evil glutton hurriedly shouted at George Han.

But at this time, where did he have time? With the green light shooting, George Han
hurriedly evacuated.

But one hand still supported the barrier, and George Han’s range of avoidance was
extremely limited. Lu Mang suddenly pierced George Han’s face. After cutting a bloody
mouth, he stopped at the other end.

Wiping the blood stains on his face, George Han stared fiercely at the green air that
re-dissipated into a human form, his face like frost for a while.

Lu Ying turned his head fiercely and looked at George Han almost in disbelief. He had
already calculated everything, but George Han was able to avoid his own fatal blow at
such a critical moment.

According to his assumption, even if George Han wanted to hide in a hurry, he would
have to move his body a lot to let go of the barrier.

But…

“Why are you…” Seeing only a blood stain on George Han’s face, he said in surprise.

Looking at the blood stains on his hands, the weird ones were also green at this time.
George Han looked at him coldly: “You are very strange, how could I avoid it?”

He didn’t say a word, but he meant it. very obvious.

He really didn’t know, and he was full of curiosity.

“An ancestor once said that dogs don’t eat shit. Even though you keep saying that your
demons never lie, but you have ruled Youming City for so many years, are you willing to
give up? Even if you are willing to give up, but In this world of the weak and the strong,
the loss of the gold seed is equivalent to waste and can survive in this world?”

“For you, everything is death, why don’t you gamble on it?” George Han Seriously.



“So from the beginning to the end, you are quietly protecting me.” It smiled bitterly and
said coldly.

“Yes.” The only reason for failure is that the golden seed did give George Han a
short-term loss, otherwise, George Han prepared in advance, and even a chance would
not be left to him.

“Hahahaha!”

But at this moment, this guy suddenly laughed arrogantly: “So what? You haven’t lost
yet?!”
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